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Abstract

Arousal can be described as an endogenously generated or exogenously induced change in behavioral responsiveness. Changes
in levels of arousal, such as occur during sleep or attention, most likely accomplish adaptive functions common to most animals.
Recent evidence demonstrating changing arousal states inDrosophila melanogastercomplements other behavioral research in
this model organism. Herein we review the methodology related to the study of circadian rhythms, sleep and anesthesia where
arousal, or lack of it, plays an essential role. We end this review by discussing a new method that allows for the first time to
correlate changes in brain electrophysiology to changes in behavioral arousal in the fruit fly.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Arousal is relative. Wakefulness is a state of in-
creased arousal compared to sleep, just as attention is
a state of increased arousal compared to inattention.
In either case, a baseline is defined behaviorally and
changes from that baseline can be measured by vari-
ous tests. Behavioral measures are therefore central to
studying arousal as they represent the only real indi-
cator of a change in state. For humans, one may rely
on verbal reports, but for all other animals a behav-
ioral reaction to a test stimulus must be measured to
ascertain arousal states. The verbal reports from hu-
mans have allowed neuroscientists to discover certain
neural correlates of arousal, such as the different brain
oscillations seen by EEG (Zeman, 2001). However, us-
ing such human correlates to identify arousal in other
animals without first defining it behaviorally traps the
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researcher into the classic fallacy of the undistributed
middle:

Oil is found in deserts.
The Mojave is a desert.
The Mojave has oil.
In other words, it is not the neuroanatomical phe-

nomenon (the desert) that identifies arousal states; it
is always the behavior, which must be probed and
calibrated to arousal stimuli in every new organism
investigated. This is especially the case for animals
evolutionarily distant from humans that might have
very different neural architectures supporting arousal.

The concept of arousal as a general state of nervous
system activity has been used in relation to anything
from phenomena at the cellular level to complex cog-
nitive performance and consciousness (Zeman, 2001).
However, most often it is related to daily changes
in states of vigilance such as wakefulness, resting
sleep and rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep (Steriade
et al., 1993). In addition, severe loss of behavioral
responsiveness is present as a consequence of action
of anesthetics and in the extreme case of coma. The
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connection between arousal and sleep, with its rhyth-
mic daily changes, indicates an endogenous compo-
nent of arousal regulation. However, wake arousal
levels in the form of attention and awareness are in-
fluenced to a large extent by environmental factors as
well.

Experimental research on arousal is most often per-
formed in animals such as cats or rats, which have con-
tributed greatly to our knowledge of the neuroanatomy
and pharmacology of arousal (Robbins, 1997). Lack-
ing verbal reports, behaviors such as tail flicks or eye
blinks are used as reporters of arousal levels in these
animals. A similar neuroanatomy between humans and
higher vertebrates supports similar neural correlates of
arousal states, such as slow wave oscillations during
sleep (Pace-Schott and Hobson, 2002). Insects, on the
other hand, do not have a cortex, thalamus, or other
such mammalian neuroanatomy. Yet, to those of us
who observe fly behavior on a daily basis it is obvious
that their arousal level changes—they still learn and
sleep, for example (Tully, 1996; Shaw et al., 2000).
Thus, the mechanisms supporting arousal levels are
not necessarily tied to the neural architectures unique
to higher vertebrates.

In the following review, we will discuss different
measures of arousal inDrosophila melanogaster. We
start with a discussion of circadian and sleep litera-
ture from the perspective of endogenous control of
arousal states and continue by reviewing the spe-
cial case of general anesthesia inDrosophila. These
measures progress, as they did for humans, from the
purely behavioral to electrophysiological correlates
which may serve as markers for arousal, so we end
by discussing a new methodological approach that
allows for correlating changes in neuronal activity to
changes in overt behavior.

2. Sleep

2.1. Endogenous control of arousal states

Arousal, viewed in terms of the general capacity of
the nervous system to perceive and respond to envi-
ronmental stimuli, changes from periods of high vigi-
lance or responsiveness (attention) to periods of very
low responsiveness (sleep). The diurnal cycles of sleep
and wake are the most salient form of changes in

arousal states. Internally generated periodic changes
in behavior and physiology that underlie sleep and
wakefulness have been the focus of study of circadian
and sleep scientists for many years (Magoun, 1958;
Steriade et al., 1993; Borbely and Achermann, 1999).
In the genetics-friendly fruit fly, sleep was neglected as
an object of study for various reasons. First, the EEG
culture of arousal studies, where slow waves have be-
come the de facto signature of sleep, stymied investi-
gations of the phenomenon inDrosophilawhere such
electrophysiology was considered difficult. Second,
automated behavioral monitoring technology has been
limited to detecting gross fly movements rather than
the more complex responses that might correlate with
changes in arousal level. Lastly, sleep inDrosophila
has been traditionally viewed as just another mani-
festation of circadian rhythms, thereby neglecting the
homeostatic regulation of sleep. Sleep and circadian
rhythms are of course related (flies sleep at night), but
they are not the same thing (sleep is homeostatically
regulated) (Hendricks et al., 2000; Shaw et al., 2002).

Locomotion has been a phenotype used by circa-
dian biologists for many years, and since recently by
sleep biologists, as an indicator of arousal state in
Drosophila (Konopka and Benzer, 1971; Hendricks
et al., 2000; Shaw et al., 2000). Because locomo-
tion is easily quantifiable it proved to be an excel-
lent phenotype to use in mutagenesis screens where
one searches for a single mutant fly among many
that differs in locomotion parameters. The first cir-
cadian locomotion mutants, isolated by Benzer and
Konopka in a screen looking for flies with unusual
timing of eclosion, showed that a single gene could
affect a behavioral phenotype (Konopka and Benzer,
1971). This discovery eventually inducedDrosophila
circadian research to become molecular in character
and ultimately it resulted in our extensive knowledge
of the molecular basis of circadian behavior (Allada
et al., 2001). The field of sleep may follow a sim-
ilar path since the same high-throughput apparatus,
the Activity Monitoring System (AMS), is used for
quantification.

The AMS, developed by TriKinetics (Waltham,
MA), is an automated method for measuring loco-
motor activity of individual flies that has become a
standard embraced both by circadian and sleep re-
searchers. It consists of a monitor that can hold 32
individual glass tubes 65 mm in length with food on
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one end and a cap on the other. Tubes fit into a slot
equipped with an infrared emitter and detector, and
a single fly is placed in each tube. Activity is regis-
tered each time a fly crosses the midline of the tube,
breaking the infrared beam. The data collection time
window depends on the behavior under investigation;
a 30-min time window is regularly used in circadian
studies whereas 5 min has proven to be more appro-
priate for sleep studies (Shaw et al., 2000). Impor-
tantly, use of this device in combination with others
has provided two distinctive elements of sleep regula-
tion in flies; first, periods of immobility greater than
5 min result in decreased responsiveness to mechani-
cal stimulation (heightened arousal thresholds) (Shaw
et al., 2000; Nitz et al., 2002); second, sleep depriva-
tion in the form of continuous mechanical stimulation
results in less locomotion (sleep rebound) compared
to unperturbed levels (Hendricks et al., 2000; Shaw
et al., 2000).

Sleep studies inDrosophila focus on one extreme
of the arousal continuum, the absence of locomotion,
within a specified time window. Although measure-
ment of periods of locomotion, or their absence, in the
AMS has proven ideal for gathering data from large
numbers of flies, it lacks the sensitivity to capture
other nuances of behavior that reflect arousal levels.
Flies also groom, taste and eat when in the AMS, so
it seems unlikely that there exists a one-to-one rela-
tion between sleep and locomotion even in a relatively
simple organism such asDrosophila. Indeed, insects
can be inactive while awake. Predatory invertebrates
such as scorpions and spiders remain vigilant while
immobile (Tobler, 1988). Conversely, body parts may
move while an animal is asleep; honeybees show an-
tennal movements correlated to stages of sleep while
otherwise immobile (Kaiser, 1988). Sleep detected by
the AMS was confirmed in additional studies using
ultrasound (Shaw et al., 2000). Ultrasound monitor-
ing has an advantage over AMS in that it can register
movements of the head, legs and wings, thus allow-
ing for distinctions to be made between times when a
fly is standing still because it is sleeping, versus times
when it is not moving because it is eating or groom-
ing. However, ultrasound monitoring is limited in that
it does not easily adapt to monitoring of multiple flies,
it is time-consuming and requires substantial calibra-
tion. Direct visual observation provides similar data
with far greater simplicity.

Perhaps because the locomotor phenotype proved
so successful towards understanding molecular mech-
anisms of circadian regulation, studies of other be-
haviors that might be under circadian regulation are
sparse. In humans and laboratory animals, perfor-
mance efficiency on different cognitive and motor
tasks changes as a function of time of day (Carrier
and Monk, 2000). Both sleep-related homeostatic pro-
cesses and circadian processes influence performance,
however, there are few published reports investigat-
ing this in Drosophila (Allemand and David, 1984;
Allemand and Bouletreau-Merle, 1989; McCabe and
Birley, 1998; Ishida et al., 2001). Considering the
results from several recent reports showing that ap-
proximately 1% of all fly genes are regulated in a
circadian fashion (Ceriani et al., 2002), it seems likely
that behavioral performance other than locomotion
will be under circadian influence. In this respect it is
interesting to note that genes involved in the synthesis
and metabolism of several monoamines that have been
correlated with changes in arousal states in mammals
are rhythmically expressed inDrosophila, and we
can speculate that they are involved in regulation of
arousal in this species as well (Claridge-Chang et al.,
2001; McDonald and Rosbash, 2001; Ceriani et al.,
2002; Lin et al., 2002; Ueda et al., 2002). Drosophila
can be awakened by different stimulus modalities:
light, mechanical or auditory stimulation, indicating
that as in higher vertebrates multiple sensory systems
might feed into a central arousal mechanism and can
cause a transition from sleep to waking (Nitz et al.,
2002).

2.2. Central arousal mechanism versus changes in
the sensitivity of sensory inputs

Most complex organisms in which circadian phe-
nomena have been studied demonstrate a circadian
architecture consisting of an intrinsically rhythmic
master circadian clock or pacemaker, usually located
in the brain, and peripheral oscillators which, depend-
ing on the species, can show varying degrees of au-
tonomous rhythmicity (Helfrich-Forster et al., 1998;
Giebultowicz, 2001; Ripperger and Schibler, 2001;
Tosini et al., 2001). Drosophila is no exception, and
interactions between central and peripheral oscillators
have been studied using the rhythmic expression of cir-
cadian genes as a marker to elucidate the nature of the
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interaction between central and peripheral clocks
(Hege et al., 1997; Plautz et al., 1997; Giebultowicz
et al., 2000).

There is an intriguing observation about the dif-
ference in circadian phases between general arousal
and the level of physiology of sensory systems. The
circadian pacemaker that generates rhythmic behavior
in Drosophila is located in a small group of ventral
lateral neurons (LNv) in the brain and these contain
cyclically expressed molecules necessary for control-
ling circadian aspects of locomotion (Helfrich-Forster,
1998; Kaneko and Hall, 2000). This suggests that the
LNvs, through their communication with other brain
regions, influence the arousal state as evident in quan-
titative changes in locomotion during 24 h. Peripheral
clocks are present in both neuronal and non-neuronal
tissues and in vitro can reveal self-sustained rhythms
in the expression of clock genes (Plautz et al., 1997;
Giebultowicz et al., 2000). The functional relevance of
peripheral clocks remains unclear since there are only
few attempts to link the rhythm at the level of gene ex-
pression to changes in sensory physiology (Krishnan
et al., 1999, 2001). Furthermore, how the rhythm at
the level of sensory physiology is related to overall
change in circadian arousal seems to be complicated
by the fact that the responsiveness of most sensory
systems studied is inversely related to the overall level
of arousal.

It appears as if a fly is hardest to awake (has high-
est arousal thresholds) at times when her sensory sys-
tems are most sensitive. Visual sensitivity in diurnally
active insects such as honey bees andDrosophila is
highest during the night when they are normally rest-
ing (Kaiser, 1983; Chen et al., 1992). Similarly, in
Drosophila the responsiveness to different odorants
measured as a change in the electrical firing of sen-
sory neurons in the antenna is highest during the night
(Krishnan et al., 1999; Fig. 1C.). Unfortunately, it is
unclear if high sensitivity during the night observed
in these experiments accurately reflects the status of
sensory systems in sleeping animals since, as a part
of the experimental procedure, flies are being kept in
an unnatural environment (immobilized in a recording
set-up, impaled with electrodes) and often are sleep
and food deprived for extended lengths of time. It is
undeniable that arousal is likely to change as a con-
sequence of experimental manipulation, and this will
make reaching a conclusive answer even harder, espe-

Fig. 1. Circadian rhythms in wakefulness, mating and olfactory
sensitivity. (A) Average amount of time (in min) for each hour
of the day that flies are awake. Data fromCantonSfemale flies
(n = 27) in 12 h light:12 h dark (and SEM). (B) Mating score
calculated from copulation frequency in DD inCantonSflies shown
as mean proportion mating out of possible 10 (and SEM). By
permission fromTauber et al. (2003)[Curr. Biol. 13 (2003) 140].
(C) Olfactory sensitivity measured as mean electroanntenogram
response upon administration of ethyl acetate (dilution 1:104) in
CantonSfemales (filled squares) in free-running condition (DD).
Each point represents mean response of 24 flies. No rhythm is
observed inper01 (open circles) ortim01 (filled circles) flies. By
permission fromKrishnan et al. (1999)[Nature 400 (1999) 375].
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cially when the subject of study is circadian regulation
of arousal level. With this caveat in mind, it seems
that it is the neuronal activity in the central brain, and
not peripheral nervous system, that determines gen-
eral behavioral arousal. So what is then the purpose
of circadian changes in sensory perception?

A preliminary explanation was proposed based on
a similar observation of the disparity between arousal
state and visual sensitivity in honeybees (Kaiser,
1983; Kaiser and Steiner-Kaiser, 1983). In this study
the electrical responsiveness measured intracellularly
from a visual interneuron was found to be at its low-
est while bees were sleeping, whereas at the same
time the visual sensitivity of the compound eye was
highest. The study proposes that it is advantageous
for a diurnal animal to have increased visual sensi-
tivity during the night. Dark adaptation of the visual
system is slow compared to changes in firing of visual
interneurons; therefore a more sensitive eye at night
is more likely to stimulate the sleeping brain in cases
of sudden visual change. Increased olfatory sensitiv-
ity during the night inDrosophilacould be similarly
advantageous. Although the change in sensory sen-
sitivity might be important in relation to arousal, it
is determined to a large extent by adaptation mech-
anisms operating in the periphery. For example, the
sensitivity of sensory organs such as eyes or the an-
tennae, on a circadian time-scale, could be inversely
related to concentration and/or intensity of the stim-
uli in the environment and this could explain at least
in part the increased visual and olfactory sensitivity
at night in Drosophila. However, it is tempting to
speculate that this increased peripheral sensitivity is
also evolutionarily advantageous in how it relates to
central arousal mechanisms in a sleeping animal.

Most tentative links between sensory physiology
and general arousal levels come from studies of ol-
faction and mating behavior. Males perform elaborate
courtship rituals before copulating, and odorant cues
play an essential role in triggering and maintaining
successful courtship (Greenspan and Ferveur, 2000).
Mating also shows a circadian component which is de-
pendent upon functional circadian gene expression in
females but not males; although males are equally sex-
ually aroused as evident by the frequency of copulation
attempts at all circadian times, the number of success-
ful copulations has a clear species-specific circadian
component (Ishida et al., 2001; Sakai and Ishida, 2001;

Tauber et al., 2003). However, circadian phases of gen-
eral arousal, mating and olfaction are not in close cor-
relation indicating that there is no simple interaction
between them (Fig. 1). Increased olfactory respon-
siveness in the middle of the night is dependent on
the rhythmic expression of circadian genes (Krishnan
et al., 1999). Interestingly, this rhythm is abolished
if circadian genes are expressed only in the central
clock LNv neurons (otherwise sufficient to drive cir-
cadian locomotion) indicating that the olfactory re-
sponses are driven by changes in gene expression in
peripheral oscillators (Krishnan et al., 1999). In the
CantonSstrain ofD. melanogastera copulation peak
occurs close to the day–night transition when olfac-
tory sensitivity is still low and copulation remains rel-
atively high throughout the night coinciding with the
peak of olfactory response (Fig. 1B; Krishnan et al.,
1999; Tauber et al., 2003). Increased female receptiv-
ity for mating during the night, where females accept
courting males more readily, could be, in part, ex-
plained by increased olfactory sensitivity (Fig. 1C). In
this case, it is possible that the homeostatic regulation
of sleep and arousal (Fig. 1A) and the circadian regu-
lation of olfactory sensitivity (Fig. 1C) contribute in a
time of day dependent manner to the complex behav-
ioral output. A more conclusive answer will become
available only when experimental tools for measuring
circadian and sleep-related phenomena advance to a
level where they interfere minimally with homeostatic
process of sleep and arousal.

3. Studying arousal with general anesthetics

Volatile general anesthetics (VGAs) produce loss
of consciousness in humans and a behaviorally sim-
ilar loss of arousal in all animals (Franks and Lieb,
1982, 1990). A long history of animal research using
these diverse clinical agents has repeatedly confirmed
one very interesting property of their action: the con-
centration (measured as volume percent atmospheres)
required to produce a loss of arousal in most animals,
determined by lack of response to irritating stimuli,
is in the same range as that required to produce the
human unconscious state required during surgery
(Andrews and Bringas, 1993; Eger et al., 1994).
This concentration, termed “clinically-relevant,” or
“Minimal Alveolar Content” (MAC), varies with the
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potency of each agent, yet the order of VGA potency
is remarkably consistent among all animals studied
(Campbell and Nash, 1994; Franks and Lieb, 1994;
Crowder et al., 1996). Such consistencies across di-
verse phyla, as well as a significant body of research
showing that VGA targets are likely to be specific
proteins rather than lipid membranes (Franks and
Lieb, 1978, 1981; Moss et al., 1991; Dickinson et al.,
1993; Hall et al., 1994; Eger and Koblin, 1995), sug-
gest a common mechanism whereby VGAs produce
loss of arousal in all animals, regardless of the spe-
cific neuroanatomy. Consequently, natural changes
in arousal (e.g. sleep, attention) might be supported
by that common mechanism otherwise attenuated by
anesthetics.

Even though allDrosophilaworkers routinely anes-
thetize their subjects with CO2 or ether, comparatively
little work has been devoted to the study of anesthesia
in Drosophila. As in other animal studies, the loss of
arousal produced by VGAs can be quantified by plot-
ting a dose–response curve relating the effect of in-
creasing VGA concentrations on a specific behavioral
endpoint. Logistic regression of the data provides an
anesthesia statistic, the EC50, which is the concentra-
tion at which behavioral performance is half-optimal
(Waud, 1972; DeLean et al., 1978). Behavioral perfor-
mance can be any quantifiable response measured in
an individual or a population. The fundamental crite-
rion for general anesthesia is non-responsiveness to an
irritating stimulus (Franks and Lieb, 1990; Leibovitch
et al., 1995). It is, like sleep, defined by arousal thresh-
olds; along with being visibly inert (which can be mo-
tivational and hence a state of arousal), subjects fail
to respond to pinpricks or other such irritating ma-
nipulations. Studies of anesthesia inDrosophilamake
use of a variety of behavioral endpoints, some more
clinically-relevant than others. As with all fly work,
the different endpoints chosen represent a trade-off
between large-scale ambiguity and small-scale toil.

Most arousal assays inDrosophila are population
assays where percentages of non-performing flies are
tallied. The grossest behavioral endpoint is whole an-
imal movement, or locomotion, as is used in the study
of circadian rhythms and sleep (reviewed above). The
number of times a small population of flies (around
10) interrupts a photodiode beam per unit time pro-
vides the behavioral response probed by the anesthetic
agent (Krishnan and Nash, 1990). Related population

assays involve counting the proportion of animals “not
moving” (Krishnan and Nash, 1990) or quantifying the
amount of movement automatically in a population of
flies (Bainton et al., 2000; Rodan et al., 2002). These
types of experiments may not fully satisfy the funda-
mental criterion for loss of arousal: there is no change
in response per se; movement is not always in response
to something, and responses to anesthetic odor may
be transient. Other movement assays involve the re-
sponse to gravity, a naturally provided stimulus. The
inebriometer, developed byWeber (1988)and used by
Howard Nash and colleagues in the study of VGAs
(Weber, 1988; Krishnan and Nash, 1990; Leibovitch
et al., 1995) and by Ulrike Heberlein and colleagues
with ethanol (Moore et al., 1998), is a device amenable
to processing large numbers of flies. Anesthetized ani-
mals tumble through a series of baffles and the propor-
tion eluted at the bottom provides an anesthesia score.
Several mutants were found to resist elution while sub-
ject to certain VGAs (Krishnan and Nash, 1990). An-
other measure of coordinated movement in response
to gravity is the “distribution test,” also used by the
Nash laboratory (Guan et al., 2000). In this assay, loss
of arousal is quantified as the proportion of flies un-
able to climb up the slanted walls of a plastic tube af-
ter being stimulated by tapping. Certain mutants found
to be resistant to VGAs in the inebriometer, notably
har38, were found to actually be hypersensitive by the
distribution test (Guan et al., 2000). This discrepancy
highlights certain problems with inebriometer-type as-
says: resistance to elution does not necessarily imply
an unimpaired state of arousal at the level of more
complex behaviors.

Single animal responses provide a more accurate
but also more laborious assessment of the effect of
VGAs on arousal inDrosophila. Most such assays still
quantify arousal as the proportion of flies respond-
ing to a stimulus by locomotion. In an adaptation of
the tail-flick assay of rodents, a hot (noxious) punc-
tate light beam is focused on freely moving flies, one
at a time, and the proportion moving away into the
shadows is tallied (Tinklenberg et al., 1991; Campbell
and Nash, 1994). This assay confirmed the hypersen-
sitivity of har38 to VGAs. Similarly, Gamo and col-
leagues used a fine brush as an irritant to test arousal
levels in the presence of VGAs (Gamo et al., 1981).
Other single animal assays involve variations on the
tendency for flies to jump when startled by changes in
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luminosity, odor, or by tapping (Campbell and Nash,
1998). The proportion of animals attempting such an
escape response is tallied with respect to increasing
concentrations of anesthetic.

Whole animal movements such as walking or jump-
ing by definition require movement of the animal’s
legs. Yet, the connection between states of arousal and
leg movement is not necessarily clear; reflexive leg
action may sometimes be independent of the state of
arousal of a fly. Kirschfeld’s analysis of VGA effects
on different neural functions in a larger fly is informa-
tive here (Kirschfeld and Baier-Rogowski, 1988). Leg
movement in response to a light flash (the escape re-
flex) in a tethered fly was found to be affected only at
supra-clinical concentrations of halothane (2 vol.%).
In contrast, head movement in response to moving
visual stimuli (an optomotor response) was found to
be compromised at 0.2–0.8 vol.% halothane, within
the clinically-relevant range causing unconsciousness
in humans. Sudden leg movements and the resulting
“behaviors” may therefore not be the best indicators of
arousal level. Directed movement, such as the geotac-
tic efforts in the distribution test or movements towards
a specific goal, probably recruit more complex neu-
ronal assemblies than the thoracic ganglion and there-
fore it is not surprising that these behavioral endpoints
display more clinically-relevant EC50s (Campbell and
Nash, 1994; Guan et al., 2000).

The forgoing results suggest that more complex
behaviors are more susceptible to VGAs. This is in-
deed the case in other organisms too (Harris, 1991;
Morgan and Sedensky, 1995; Crowder et al., 1996).
In humans, short-term memory is more susceptible
than response to pain (Harris, 1991; Collins et al.,
1995; Eger et al., 1997). The reflexive movement of
legs in Drosophila, as well as the reflexive response
to pain in humans, need not involve the brain. Is
the brain important for arousal inDrosophila? And,
do the arousal states affected by clinically-relevant
doses of anesthetic reside within its brain? Several
lines of research show that the brain is critical. First,
the fact that complex behaviors are most sensitive to
VGAs implicates the brain; directed movement in-
volves a coordination of sensory and motor systems
that coalesce in the brain (Rein et al., 2002). Sec-
ond, studies of decapitated flies and anesthesia have
highlighted the importance of the head for arousal
phenotypes. The VGA hypersensitivity phenotypes

of various mutants were not recapitulated in headless
flies (which, if properly humidified and stimulated can
still move around), showing that the body is insuffi-
cient to produce the VGA hypersensitivity phenotypes
(Leibovitch et al., 1995). Another instance where be-
havioral phenotypes were not replicated in headless
flies is behavioral sensitization to cocaine (McClung
and Hirsh, 1998; Andretic et al., 1999; Andretic R.,
personal communication). Third, in a series of papers,
Nash and colleagues used the electrophysiology of the
Drosophilaescape reflex (stimulus-induced jumps) as
an anesthesia endpoint (Lin and Nash, 1996; Walcourt
and Nash, 2000). In recordings from neurons central
to the reflex, they describe a short-latency neural re-
sponse (1 ms) unaffected by clinical concentrations
of VGAs and a long-latency response (4 ms) sensitive
to VGAs. The short-latency response neurons bypass
the brain whereas the long-latency response involves
the brain. Brain-related physiology is therefore af-
fected at clinically-relevant VGA concentrations,
while motor-related physiology remains unaffected.
Therefore, should there be a common mechanism
whereby VGAs produce their effect at the same con-
centrations in all animals, it is likely that the brain is
central to supporting such arousal inDrosophila. For
this reason, it is crucial to develop techniques moni-
toring levels of arousal within theDrosophila brain,
as exists with such human neural correlates of arousal
as found in the EEG.

4. Electrophysiology of arousal in the fly brain

Most research on arousal, including the forgoing
discussion on general anesthesia inDrosophila, indi-
cates that the control of arousal states resides in the
brain. Although changes in arousal are monitored be-
haviorally by applying stimuli and testing responses,
certain neural correlates of arousal have been identi-
fied in vertebrates. These correlates of arousal states
are measures of activity in the brain such as EEG,
MEG, fMRI, and unit recordings (Zeman, 2001).
By such measures, different states of arousal can be
inferred along with behavioral changes; these brain
signatures correlate with the behavioral markers of
arousal, and therefore can serve as proxy markers
of arousal for the species. These markers include
alpha, delta, and gamma oscillations in humans and
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other mammals. Slow waves (delta, 0.5–3 Hz), for
example, are associated with deep sleep, alpha waves
(10–15 Hz) with “idling” while awake, and gamma
oscillations (30–60 Hz) with heightened states of at-
tention (Zeman, 2001; Niebur et al., 2002). Multi-unit
activity and Local Field Potential activity within the
brain of animals show similar associations to arousal
states and have hence been used to study arousal itself
as well as serving as reliable markers of such states
(Steriade et al., 1993, 2001).

Such neural correlates of arousal states were not
available for Drosophila research until recently. It
is remarkable how little is known about the electri-
cal activity within theDrosophila brain, in contrast
to how much is known about the rest of the organ-
ism. There are several reasons for scarcity of data
on Drosophilabrain activity. Although comparatively
small (∼120,000 neurons in the central brain), the
neuropil is a tangled mess of projections lacking
the nuclei landmarks common to mammalian brains.
The cell bodies are mostly very small (∼2�m in
diameter) and therefore not amenable to unit record-
ings. Further, most electrophysiological preparations
require the immobilization of the recording device
(electrodes and supporting connectors) resulting in
the consequent immobilization of the whole fly, thus
making the necessary behavioral correlations prob-
lematic. These difficulties have discouraged any elec-
trical investigation of theDrosophila brain beyond
studying sensory structures (eyes, antennae, and their
respective lobes) in immobilized animals. It is un-
likely that such sensory structures will be central to
the generation of different arousal states, as discussed
in the earlier sleep section. Optical recordings of cer-
tain central brain structures, such as the mushroom
bodies, have been attempted (Wang et al., 2001; Fiala
et al., 2002). These, however, have not established the
correlations to behavior in order to confirm states of
arousal. How else to know if the animal has actually
smelled or seen something than by a behavioral re-
port? This issue is separate from establishing neural
correlates of sensory stimulations, an extensive arena
of research in other insects such as cockroaches and
locusts (Perez-Orive et al., 2002).

Recently,Nitz et al. (2002)have described a novel
preparation that allows for the recording of Local
Field Potentials from theDrosophilabrain in behaving
animals (Nitz et al., 2002). Flies implanted with brain

Fig. 2. Relating brain activity to arousal. (A) Differential volt-
age recordings between two electrodes implanted in the brain of
a tethered, yet otherwise freely-moving fly provide a measure of
brain activity. Simultaneous recordings of thoracic vibrations quan-
tify gross movements from the fly’s legs, wings, and abdomen.
On-line analysis of the fly’s movement (or lack thereof) allows
arousal thresholds to be determined by various automated stimuli
such as light flashes or mechanical taps. An optional arena sur-
rounding the fly provides visual stimuli that can also be used as
arousal stimuli. (B) Sleep epochs defined by lack of movement and
heightened arousal thresholds are characterized by lower power
of all frequencies compared to neighboring waking epochs. An
overnight average is shown for a sample fly. (C) Presentation of
visual stimuli (a moving bar) results in greater brain activity in
the 20–30 Hz range when the stimulus is in front of the fly. The
magnitude of this evoked response is increased (thicker line) by
stimulus novelty, classical conditioning, and other salience effects
(van Swinderen and Greenspan, 2003).

electrodes and tethered by their head and thorax, are
able to “walk,” “fly,” groom, eat, and react to visual
and olfactory stimuli in this preparation (Fig. 2A).
A thorax electrode, as well as video monitoring,
continuously records gross fly movements and other
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behaviors such as proboscis extensions, flight,
twitches, or grooming.

Nitz et al. (2002)demonstrated by this preparation
that arousal, as defined behaviorally, is accompanied
with changes in brain activity inDrosophila. As dis-
cussed earlier,Shaw et al. (2000)showed that periods
of immobility lasting more than 5 min are associated
with heightened arousal thresholds in the fly. Teth-
ered flies with implanted electrodes show this as well,
and hence also sleep. An automated arousal-testing
paradigm confirmed that in this preparation flies do in-
deed have increased arousal thresholds following long
(5 min) periods of immobility. The arousing stimuli
tested included light flashes and mechanical tapping,
both of which satisfied the necessary criteria for
identifying states of decreased arousal or sleep. Con-
current brain recordings revealed that during such
behaviorally defined sleep epochs flies displayed
an overall decrease in brain activity (measured as
1–100 Hz power). As such, the significant decrease in
power (activity) found in theDrosophila brain dur-
ing sleep is a neural correlate of decreased arousal
(Fig. 2B). By the same token, increased power is a
neural correlate of increased arousal,independent of
fly movement. This last point is crucial as it indicates
that arousal is a brain state correlated with behavior but
independent of moment-to-moment movement. Like
the EEG, fly brain Local Field Potentials can therefore
be used as an quasi-behavioral phenotype on their
own as well as serving as markers of arousal states.
Unlike the human EEG, theDrosophilabrain does not
appear to generate slow waves during sleep, which is
not surprising given the very different neuroanatomy.
Finally, the Drosophila brain activity described by
Nitz et al. is sensitive to VGAs (CO2 and Isoflurane)
at clinically-relevant concentrations, further suggest-
ing a connection to a common arousal mechanism
(van Swinderen, manuscript in preparation).

In a subsequent study,van Swinderen and
Greenspan (2003)use the fly brain signal pheno-
type to investigate neural correlates of salience in
Drosophila—a narrower manifestation of increased
arousal. Salience is discernable as a heightened be-
havioral response to one object at the expense of
other simultaneous presentations (Niebur et al., 2002).
Thus, arousal shifts depending on object salience. By
conditioning flies to associate heat, odor, or novelty
to select images, the authors were able to show that

20–30 Hz responses in theDrosophila brain (power
and coherence) are modulated by image saliency.
Hence, the 20–30 Hz response reflects a level of
arousal elicited by the salience of the object at hand
(Fig. 2C). It is a narrower correlate of arousal levels
than the overall increase in frequency power associ-
ated with a waking brain. Sleep, wake, and salience
may thus, each have their fly neural correlates, much
like alpha, delta, and gamma oscillations represent
such states in humans. These neural correlates will be
a valuable tool in the investigation of mechanisms of
arousal inDrosophilaand other animals.

5. Conclusions

This review covers only a portion of the behav-
ioral studies investigated inDrosophilawhere arousal
levels might play an integral part of the observed re-
sponse. Most behavioral assays require that the fly be
active or aroused either in response to some salient
stimulus from its environment (learning and memory
assays) or generated endogenously (circadian locomo-
tion).Drosophilabehavioral research is extensive, and
many behavioral paradigms such as those involving
operant and classical conditioning suggest that perfor-
mance is partly under genetic control (Waddell and
Quinn, 2001). Yet fly behaviors have rarely been ex-
amined in relation to the homeostatic processes char-
acteristic of arousal. Rather, since most behaviors are
typically fickle, much care is taken to reduce “environ-
mental variance” by keeping test conditions identical
to certain empirical standards. Some of this environ-
mental variance is most likely hidden arousal variance
that is just not properly understood. For starters, ex-
tended quiescence, or sleep, decreases behavioral re-
sponsiveness to stimuli. It is likely that other complex
behavioral responses and not just sleep also depend
on homeostatic processes.

The limited study of arousal inDrosophilahas pro-
duced three important conclusions that we would like
to emphasize. First, the preponderance of behavioral
evidence suggests that control over general arousal
and responsiveness is located in the brain. Decapi-
tated flies are mostly immobile and perform reflex
behaviors only if stimulated (Yellman et al., 1997;
Andretic and Hirsh, 2000). Most other lesion stud-
ies (genetic and surgical), with perhaps one curious
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exception (Booker and Quinn, 1981), indicate that the
brain controls behavioral performance, learning, and
“motivation.” The brain is also crucial for producing
clinically-relevant general anesthesia phenotypes, and
it displays neural correlates of arousal independent of
moment-to-moment locomotion. A second conclusion
concerns the complex interactions between general
arousal levels endogenously generated in the brain
and the changing sensitivities of various peripheral
sensory inputs. Both ends of the arousal spectrum
appear to be under circadian control, yet they are
not necessarily synchronous. The net arousal level
depends on a combination of influences exerted by
endogenously controlled changes in general arousal
(sleep, wake, attention), changes in the sensitivity of
sensory inputs, and the saliency of stimuli in the envi-
ronment. Simultaneous electrophysiology of the brain
and sensory inputs, coupled to behavioral measure-
ments, may define dynamic arousal thresholds for dif-
ferent behaviors. Finally, certain observations suggest
that a basic mechanism independent of higher-order
neuroanatomy might support arousal level changes in
flies and other animals. Fly arousal is depressed by
general anesthetics at similar concentrations required
to depress arousal in higher vertebrates. Flies sleep,
and their sleep/wake states display neural correlates in
the brain. Flies discern salient stimuli, and their fixa-
tion on an image correlates with brain activity changes
similar to the effects of attention (van Swinderen and
Greenspan, 2003). Although their neuroanatomy dif-
fers greatly from the higher vertebrates typically used
for arousal studies, fruit flies display the important
characteristics of changing arousal states: changing
arousal thresholds with neural correlates in the brain.
The added dimension of verbal reports is just as
unavailable for a fly as it is for all other animals
except humans. By combining versatile behavioral
analysis with electrophysiology and a vast array of
genetic tools, the fruit fly is proving to be a wor-
thy player in a field typically restricted to rats, cats,
monkeys, and humans.
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